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1°보다 훨씬 큰 규모 (COBE, l < 100)

빛의 붂리(재결합)시기 이전

* 빛과 바리온(보통물질)은 고온고압 환경에서 빛-바리온 유체로 핚 몸

* 빛은 전자와 끊임없이 산란

* 당시 우주에는 물질의 불균일핚 붂포로 인핚 중력 포텐셜 요동이 존재

* 빛-바리온 유체는 수축과 팽창을 반복하면서 다양핚 파장의 음파를 형성

※ 1°는 빛-바리온 유체 속의 음파가 대폭발 이후 재결합시기까지 진행한
거리 (음파의 지평선) 규모에 해당. 빛 속도의 60% (c/√3)로 38만년 동안
진행한 거리

* 초거대 규모의 요동

* 물질 요동의 중력짂화 없음

* 전 규모에서 요동의 짂폭이 거의 일정 (Sachs-
Wolfe 평지)

* 밀도가 높은 곳 – 빛이 깊은 중력 포텐셜을 거
슬러 올라올 때 에너지 잃어 상대적으로 낮아짐

R=147 Mpc

음파의 지평선

δφ=const. (due to inflation)
scale-invariant
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1° 각 규모 (l ~200)

* 물질 요동의 중력수축. 인플레이션 직후에는 암흑물질, 
바리온, 빛의 요동 중 fundamental mode성붂은 모두
같은 방향으로 운동(adiabatic)하며 집결.

* 빛-바리온 유체: 중력과 복사압력이 적절히 균형을 맞
추며 수축 팽창 – 음파 짂동(acoustic oscillation) 

* 암흑물질: 음파짂동 없이 중력수축만 함

* 음파의 지평선 크기를 파장으로 갖는 기본 음파: 재결
합 시기 당시 암흑물질과 같은 방향으로 최대 수축 상태
 에너지가 높은 광자 밀집  배경복사 온도 증감 
1° 규모 요동의 짂폭 크게 증가  첫째 봉우리

빛
바리온
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1°보다 작은 규모 (200< l < 1000)

배음(overtone): λ=기본 음파의 파장/n

•급팽창 직후에는 빛-바리온 유체가 암흑물질과
같은 방향으로 운동하며 집결. 

* 음파의 짂동 주기가 짧음. 중갂에 복사압이 중
력 짂화에 대항하여 요동의 짂폭 약화

 첫째 봉우리에 비해 작은 짂폭의 파동 형성

* 암흑물질, 바리온 양에 따라 둘째, 셋째 봉우리
의 높이 결정

빛
바리온

Diffusion and damping at 
smaller scales (l > 1000)
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CMB Temperature Field

• Temperature fluctuation: 

• Multipole moments of temperature field:

• The blackbody nature of the CMB temperature field:



• Angular power spectrum of temperature fluctuations:

- If the fluctuations are Gaussian, then the multipole moments of the field 
are fully described by their power spectrum Cl.

- Angular scale vs multipole index : 

- Power spectrum is usually denoted as 

(~ power per logarithmic interval in multipole index ≫ 1)

※ variance of the field



• A simple instantaneous recombination approximation

- Angular temperature fluctuation distribution is a 
projection of the spatial temperature distribution:

: spatial temperature fluctuation at recombination

(in flat geometry)

W. Hu, arXiv:0802.3688v1



For a slowly varying, nearly scale invariant spatial power spectrum,  

Angular power spectrum:



Larson et al.

arXiv:1001.4635v1

WMAP 7-year CMB Temperature Power Spectrum
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• Cosmic variance:

- A real observer is limited to see only one sky, i.e., one set of multipole moments. 

- There are only 2l+1 samples in each multipole moment. 

 Fundamental limitation to the power spectrum estimation

- When only a fraction of the sky is covered, and in the presence of 
instrumental or astrophysical noise,  

(sample variance)

(cosmic variance)

- The variance of each measured Cl (the variance of variance) is 2Cl
2/(2l+1). 
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(Each Cl is χ2 distributed with 2l+1 degree of freedom.)

Nl : noise power spectrum



1. An idealization of a perfect photon-baryon fluid

Dynamical effects of gravity and baryon are neglected.

Acoustic Oscillation Basics

• Decomposition in Fourier space

• Time derivative denoted as a dot is with respect to conformal time. 

- With c=1, η is the maximum comoving distance a particle can travel 
since t=0 (comoving particle horizon). aη=physical horizon.
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To linear order, each mode of fluctuation evolves independently.



• Thomson Tight Coupling

- Thomson scattering of photons with free electrons is the most important 
physical process in the plasma before recombination. 

Thomson cross section (averaged over polarization state): 

- Free electron density

Near recombination:



W. Hu, arXiv:0802.3688v1



- Comoving mean free path of a photon

The photon mean free path is two orders of magnitude smaller than the horizon 
at recombination (~250 Mpc).

τ : Thomson optical depth

(Hu 2005)



• Continuity equation

(photon number density)

- In a non-expanding universe : 

- In an expanding universe : 

- Fourier decomposition:



• Euler equation

- In Newtonian mechanics, (q: particle momentum)

- In an expanding universe,

The momentum decays during the expansion. p=h/λ∝a-1

Momentum density : 

Likewise, the force density is given by the pressure gradient.



Modified Euler equation :  

In Fourier space,  

※ Due to gradient relation, the velocity vanishes at temperature maximum 
or minimum. The phases of temperature and velocity are shifted by π/2. 

Thus we can define 

where the direction of the fluid velocity is always parallel to the wavevector k.

The Euler equation becomes



• Acoustic Peaks

- Solution:

(a simple harmonic oscillator equation)

For each Fourier mode, the oscillation behaves as a standing wave in real space 
until recombination (decoupling). 

After recombination, electron density drops and photons free stream. The 
observer at present sees the acoustic oscillatory patterns on the decoupling 
surface.  Acoustic peaks in the CMB temperature anisotropy

where is the sound horizon.



W. Hu, arXiv:0802.3688v1
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Extrema of oscillations :  

Fundamental scale or frequency:

The maxima and minima of temperature fluctuations appear as acoustic 
peaks in the power spectrum because the power spectrum is proportional 
to the square of fluctuations. The presence of harmonic series in the power 
spectrum is the observational evidence for the inflationary adiabatic initial 
conditions.

Fundamental physical scale vs fundamental angular scale: DA
λA

θA

In a flat universe, 

DA : comoving angular diameter distance

(matter dominated)

or



• Acoustic Troughs: Doppler Effect

- Acoustic oscillation induces plasma motion relative to the observer, 
i.e., Doppler effect. 

 The Doppler effect contributes in equal amplitude and π/2 out of phase.

- The features induced by Doppler effect are smoothed due to the projection 
effect in the angular power spectrum because only the component parallel to 
the light-of-sight can be seen. 

- Thus the local temperature fluctuations at recombination are the major source 
for the acoustic peak structure.



2. Gravito-Acoustic Oscillations

We now include the effects of gravitational forces and gravitational redshift.

• Continuity Equation and Newtonian Curvature

- In the presence of gravitational potential, the coordinate volume is altered. 
Thus the photon continuity equation should be modified.

- We consider the following metric in conformal Newtonian (or zero-shear) 
gauge for a flat cosmology,

- Considering curvature perturbation Φ as the change in the local scale factor

- Continuity equation :



• Euler Equation and Newtonian Forces

- Modified Euler equation including gravitational potential 

- The momentum conservation equation is modified in the presence of 
gravitational potential Ψ (time-time component of metric perturbation).

(generalized force density)



• Photon Dominated Oscillator

Forced simple harmonic oscillator:

- The solution (in the matter dominated epoch):

Similar to a mass on a spring in the constant gravitational field. 

 Oscillations around a displaced minimum.



- During climbing out of the gravitational potential at recombination, a photon 
loses its energy. 
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• Sachs-Wolfe effect 

- In the matter dominated era, the effective temperature becomes

In the over-dense region  negative Ψ  cold spot in the effective temp.



- Inflation  source for the initial curvature fluctuations

For adiabatic perfect fluid perturbation at superhorizon scale,

For scale-invariant spectrum, n=1

in the Sachs-Wolfe limit.




9105.2 sA



3. Baryonic Effects

- Here we include the inertial effect of baryons. 

- Photon-baryon momentum density ratio R

At recombination, the baryon momentum becomes comparable to that of photon.

- Precise measurement of the first and second acoustic peaks provides a sensitive 
measure of baryon-photon ratio.

• Baryon loading

- Total momentum density



- Euler equation:

• Oscillator with gravity and baryons

- Euler equation + Continuity equation 

- Sound speed of photon-baryon fluid



Solution:

- Simplifications 

(1) matter domination :

(2) adiabatic approximation with slowly varying R :

- Three effects of baryon loading:

(1) Amplitude of oscillations, increased by (1+3R) factor

(2) The equilibrium point of oscillation is shifted. Different amplitude for even and odd peaks. 

(3) The decrease of sound speed changes the acoustic scale.



W. Hu, arXiv:0802.3688v1



(For constant potential, baryon loading R=1/6, for the third peak)



4. Matter-Radiation Ratio

- We consider more general case, deviating from the approximation based on 
matter domination.

- Peaks corresponding to wavenumbers which began oscillating earlier carry effects 
of the radiation dominated epoch.

• Potential Decay

Potential decays.

※ In the presence of dark energy, the gravitational potential decays during the acceleration era. 
 Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect



• Radiation Driving

- Radiation drives the acoustic oscillations by making the gravitational force evolve 
with time. Matter does not.

- In the radiation dominated era, once pressure begins to fight gravity at the first 
compressional phase, the gravitational potential decays. 

- For modes that begin oscillating during radiation era (higher peaks), 
enhancement of acoustic oscillation occurs (due to ISW). 

W. Hu, arXiv:0802.3688v1



5. Damping

- Until now, the oscillations in the tight coupling approximation have been 
considered. Photons + baryons as a single perfect fluid.

Diffusion scale : distance a photon can random walk in a given time η

- Fluid imperfections are induced by scattering of photons with electrons. 
Dissipation becomes strong at the diffusion scale.

At recombination, 

(Dissipation affects the higher acoustic peaks.)

Mpc250* c

1.0~



• Continuity Equations

- Photons and baryons are treated as separate systems.

(baryon continuity eq.)

• Euler Equations

- The momentum conservation equations are separated for photon and baryon.

- The total momentum is conserved in the system where the momentum exchange 
terms have opposite signs.



• Viscosity

- Radiation streaming from hot to cold regions  Quadrupole moments in the 
temperature field  Radiative shear viscosity 

the anisotropic stress is generated by streaming and is suppressed by scattering.

 The oscillator equation with viscosity



6. Integrated Sachs-Wolf (ISW) Effect

(Sachs & Wolfe 1968)

- Early ISW during the transition from the radiation epoch.

- Late-time ISW during the transition to dark energy epoch.

- A decay in the gravitational potential causes an effective heating of the photons 
in a gravitational well. 

- The ISW effect is the most direct signature of the dark energy available in 
the CMB and is very sensitive to its equation of state and clustering properties 
if it deviates far from a cosmological constant.

(from T. Giannantonio)



http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/Papers/cmbfun_hr.pdf



Parameter Sensitivity

Hu & Dodelson, Ann. Rev. Astron. Astrophys. 40, 171 (2002) (arXiv:0110414v1).



CMB Polarization Field

- Only a quadrupole temperature anisotropy in the radiation generates a net linear 
polarization from Thomson scattering. 

- A quadrupole can only be generated causally by the motion of photons and then 
only if the Universe is optically thin to Thomson scattering.



W. Hu, arXiv:0802.3688v1

- E/B decomposition

B : polarization crossed at +/-45 degrees with the wave vector 
(positive or negative)
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CMB Polarization vs Inflation
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Distinctive Signature of Primordial Adiabatic Fluctuations!

Hu & Sugiyama (1995)

Inflation → Superhorizon Adiabatic Fluctuations



The temperature (TT) and temperature-

polarization correlation (TE) power spectra 

l=220

Reionization

zr = 11, τ = 0.09

(Hinshaw et al. 2000)

Adiabatic Prediction

l=137



Thank you for listening!


